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ON AND DESCRIPTIVE enk.TISTICS

FOR EFFECTIVE PICGIMM LVALUATICti

I am going to approach ibis topic in reverse orderlodking at

the pcesibilities a n d pitfalls of evaluation o f d evelopmental programs

and than the data collection and descriptive statistics.

First of all we must decide whether we are looking for a "cam-

prehensive or summative evaluation or, mare simply, a formative one;

one which will identify those elements in the instructional program

which contribute to its' effectiveness and thceswhich need improvement.

Studies like the latter are quick, simple, and informative. They may be

designed to examine any aspect of a remedial program -- from texts, to

methods of instruction; from testing Nocedures to emit criteximu from

which of the students axe learning the content, to what content is being

learned. Formative evaluations do not usually bind themselves to gener-

alizations but they are invaluable in putting the program an the right

track and aseing that it stays there. Summative evaluations, intended,

as the objective indicates, to measure over all changes, may cover a

number of areas such as:

1. AFpnvriateneas of Objectives: Are they actually the premise an

which the program is based? Are same of them misguided or inappropriate?

2. Appropriateness of Content to Program Objectives: Is drill in

fundamental operations of arithmetic necessary in a world of inexpensive

hand calculators? Is ability to figure oumround interest a key to future

supoess?

3. tEEropriatenses of Fl .t Proaedusev : Whatever the basis

testing, high school records, interviews what parcel* are undsrplaced

and what percent averplaced?



4. Et fectiveness of 'instruction: Are the students learning the

remedial content and, if so, is the &earning the result of remedial

instruction or extraneous factors?

5. Efficiency of Instructior : Can the same learning be provided

for less mmey or noire learning for the same?

In practice most summative evaluations focus an number 4 -

Ef fectiveness of Instruction - whether or not or to mat degree students

are learning the course content and how well they are succeeding as a

result in subsequent courses. Particularly important then are pre-program

and post-program measures - that the student knew before and what the

student knew after participation in the program.

The single group pre-test-post-test comparison is probably the

design most commonly used in the evaluation of remedial programs. It is

certainly the easiest ta implement. You have a group of students who

start and finish the course and you compare their knowledge at the end

with their knowledge at the beginning. Unfortunately this design is

often of least value. Even if post-program smarms are significantly

higher than pre-program scores, and they usually are, this change cannot

be automatically attributed to effectiveness of the program. Th s single

group pre-test-post-test- comparison is peaticularly vulnerable to a host

cif imaxamsous factors known as biases which distort results and cloud

interpretations and nay be from the pecultarities of the student reaction

to ti std and testing procedures, or from learning that takes place but

not as a result of the remedial program. These are biases:

1. Test Administration Bias: If the administration of pretests

differs significantly from that of Fastest. The pretest may be a part of

a large battery of tests given in a poorly lit auditorium. The posttest may be given

in the smell, cordamtable class grog) by a sYspathetic tamer ratio answers

leading questions, allows extra tine or otherwise contributes to exaggerated
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2. Student Attitude Haas: Students nay underestimate inportance

of pretest aid do less than their best works° that program effectiveness

is over estinated or be over anxious an posttest (which say be final exam)

and perform poorly, so that program effectiveness is underestinated.

3. Teaching to the Test: Usually instructors are familiar

with content of posttest, therefore unconsciously or ccesciously they

nay stress tccies included, =type of algebra problem over another, for

example. The out e, then, is an artificial increase in scores.

4. Practice Effect: The mere experience of taking the pretest

nay prepare students to do better later one they have had experience

with the particular fxnmat, the use of the answer sheet, allocation of

tine, The outome, again, nay be an artificially high post-test

score.

5. Instrument Bias: Pretest and posttest not be valid:

content and minimum proficiency level must be arnroptiaterald real

must be consistent.

6. Hawthorne Effect: Students performance is likely to inprove

sing.ly because they are receiving special attention. These gains which

are genuine for the experimental grow, nay not be sustained for subse-

quent populations.

7. Drcp-outs: The bottom of the class is sifted out rather than

taught and post-test wares for theme dnapouts are seldom included in the

statistical analysis.

8. Regression herd the NOM These '- initially scored at the

extremes will, when retested, tend to score taward the middle.

5
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9. External Learnis Bias: °Students often improve their basic

skills for reasons having little or nothing to do with remedial instru

tion - The sheer excitement of being in consort particularly for the

non--traditional students.

10. History Bias: This bias concerns the possible effect of

accidental or unpredictable external events an the program under

evaluation -- a ale-year grant resulting in smaller classes, a strike

or a crippling snow storm which reduces class time.

The pre-test-post-test is not necessarily hopeless if we recognize

these biases and take steps to reduce their influences: For example:

net Adininistratian Bias: Set pre test in more relaxed atmospheres

and avoid having classroom teachers administer post tests.

Student AttitUde Bias: Persuade students of the importance of doing

well on placererkteommor give pre and post tests separately -- neither

as placement or final exem.

Teaching to Test: Do not allow inrtrudxmivto see test -- From a

bank of tests 'randomly chose the one to be used.

Practice Affect: Use alternate forms of test Omer same basic

material but in different order) .

Instrument Bias: use tests of established validity.

Hawthorne Effect: goal from students fact that program is being

evaluated.

Dropout Bias: Use pre-test scores only for those students

who also take post test. Do a separate analysis of the drop-cuts.

TO compensate for these biases an alternative is to use a control

group -- a group of students initially comparable to those entering the

program who receive no remedial instruckbon or an alternate form of

remedial instruction. Here we can assume biases affect both groups
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equally and can therefore be disregarded.

Locking at the control group who receive no remediation at all,

the remediated unremediated comparison. The remedial population is

divided randomly into 2 initially equivalent groups. The average pre-

prograrn measures are compared to check initial equivalence. Ito extent

to which post-pnogramaxeasures differ is the gauge of progran effectinness..

The major disadvantage of this comparison is that the deliberate

withholding of remediation is ethically questicnable, however until the

effectiveness of a remedial program is clearly demonstrated the ethical

questions may be somewhat premature -- the program nay in fact be a down-

right waste of time. Although no evidence exists regarding effectiveness

colleges offering remedial programs have been generally reluctant to

randomly exempt from remedial work arcwtion of those students identified

as being in need of mediation. This reluctance bes prevented the conduct

of experimental research which might enable educators to determine which

remedial techniques are effective, for whcm, and under what conditions.

2. The Max9inally Remedial, Marginally Exempted Caparison: The

marginally remedial group are those who narrowly fail the pre-test and

receive the remediation, the marginally exempt are those who narrowly

pass. The assumption is that the two groups are so close as to b

considered equivalent. Again the difference in post-programineeemwes is

the indication of program effectiveness. This design avoids the moral

dilemma of withholding reesdiation but it usasureep the effectiveness of

the program only with the best of the remedial ones and we can be sure

of a measure of success only if remediated ones surpass exempted ones in

the post test. If the exmmpted surpass the remedial it is extremely

difficult to decide whether the program has some value orwtether it is

altogether useless and thus the results are inequitable.

These designs a measured remedial effectAxlemesnot evaluated it.
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The folladng are deal..gns which evaluate learning:

1. Remediabxt- Here the pre-prowee measure

is usually the original placement scam and the post-program immunity

a long-term one, - the GNI or perfonuance in college level courses.

7he ocmparisal betwen post-program ereasures for the thy

or

groups.

If the medial group surpasses (Men Matehee the exempted one we have

strung evidence the program is successful. tbsever, if the zemediated

group ocntir2ues bo lag LehlAd no on arn be made with certainty

and so this is is ineuitable. also.

2. Ite-program and poat-prcgram measures

cuisist of soares on standardized tests, - The improvement of th3 local

remedial population is =pared with the corresponding national xpulation

cri which the test leas =med. This design is relatively eivle, the

omparison is based on information readily available end we can draw

oonolumicem about the value of the program whether local gains are higher

or loiter that those of the norre

in

isgroup. The negative the

disparities the allke-up of

side

the norm

ages

group and the local population --

Sex, socio-eminceic status.

3. Cross This crapariaon esployes as standard

of success the actiiemmErst cf a =parable remedial program, typically

at another oo.Uege. It is asetamd that the boo remedial 8rouPa are initially

etluivalenti that the two pnIgi-zIms have =parable

p

objectives content,

and lacemant Pit, and that the °alleges have agreed on canton

pre-program and post-program mammas. The major advantage hate is that

the results haw formative as well as suunative values. It not only

caw zee the general effectiveness but 8111:408 plazes where veaker program

should be aodified The cross-mgram carpariam is salmi used, however

because of the difficulty of locating matching pcpulationsp objectiltle
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contents, eid places's= prooedines. Theresa!, also be problems of

iflOamemtations if the staffs of the two colleges, feeling themeelves

in ccepetitica,are reluctant to cooperate.

4. Historical Ccaperison: The study is conducted at a single college

the ccaparison being, between differeot 'mestere. This is particularly

valuablelAhen there hew been deliberate changes either in remedial

program or in the college environment.

*stover the evaluative design, it must be closely related to the

objectives of the remedial program and its merits mart be Sowed to answer

the fladng vestiges:

1. Is the design relatively free from the effect of biases?

2. is it equitable: Does it provide evidence equally well of

swam or failure?

3. Is it comprehensive: Does the sample reflect the entire remedial

propulation?

HechtexlAkst conclude their chapter at program evaluation with the

following reommendatices.

1. Be Objective: Objectivity is gauged by U extent to which it

is based on concrete, appropriate data. Specific criteria for IMOBWOr

failure rant be agreed upon in advance.

2. Be informed: Familiarity with range of design options is critical

in planning the study. 0,01, books frms1J.B. Office of Education , Hoist,

Tallmackjeammliamod, 1975, Tallemege & *met, 19764

1- Be ConPrefransivel Assess not only the overall effectiveness of remedial

imtructiar, but also cost effectivmess of prcgram, sealiability of place-

met prccsdures, . . In other 101118, use formative procedures, particularly

early in the program.



4. Be Pragmatic: IX only what is possible, taking into acaxat local

limitatices of resources, equiprent, staffing, and time. The anisitices

surly unfinished in worth mach less than the modest rine acepleted.

5. Be Political: In planning and implementing Yom' study be alert

to the policy of the college and the misgivings of the staff. Keep all

parties informed of your procedures and avoid strategies wtiich may dis-

courage Oooperatian.

6. Be Selective: Although the study Mould include all significant

areas, choose the type of data to be collected with care. Great mastless of

data collected without purpose or direction is of no use. Identify precisely

the necessary data, draw up a golleictice schedule so that data will not

be lost, In the final report, hi.ghlight major results so that they will not

be lost in a sea of peripheral information

7. Be Prepared to Onoranise: If a particular direction seems to be

treading on toes, go another way. Be prepared to 2:spacraise batmen the

attainable and the ideal. ands sees ties gauging the extent to which such

short awnings may result in misleading aonclualans.

Wu, with all the things in mind that I could and may have done wrong,

I an going to talk to you about my particular stu and then we will look

at studies you want to do.

As anxiety reducticn techniques found their way into developmental

math classrooms across the country carious watt= were being raised as

to the effect this was having on the nathmatios being taught in these class-

room "Is the asthmatics in these classes Wag 'wagered down*? "la the

subject matter being replaced by psychological procedures?" Are tie stud alts being

'spoon -fed' ?" "Hew do they Bundy° %Alen they get into a 'real' math class?"

In an attempt to 'mar these questions I set ip the following research

project to look into 3 areas:

1. Numbers who suocessfully ocispleted our develcceental classes.
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Numbers who book a more advanced math course after completion of

our develcsmentall one.

3. Marks in these more advanced courses: I calpareci the results

from classes in which math anxiety was recognized and treated with those

in which it was not.

I an a member of a 5-perscn mathematics department in a 14 year old

canreasity college in Connecticut. All of us share an enthusiasm for

mathematics and a concern for our students but I an the only one who feels

the need for students to feel oontortable with delves .in a math class

in order for real learning to take place, anal theratteel the only cue

who actually uses anxiety reduction techniques in the classroom.

Our developmental course, Math 99, reviews basic arithmetic and covers

as mum algebra as seem individually feasible. We have no set syllabus,

nor do we use the same hoc*, and we give different final emanations. the

course carries 3 credits towards graduation and, if the student transfers after

graduation, he/she receives 3 general elective cradits at our state colleges

and university. All full-time students are'lwequired to take a math place-

molt test, case which we have developed. Students may also place thenselves

in the course, and many older students &I.

Tor my study I hack all secticas of our devslopmental mune fzmi

Spring sesnester, 1977, through Fall 19001 1074 students. I had a 3 X 5

file card for mil student an which I recorded: Name, M or F, semester, Math 99

and other quantitative courses taken a,,szwards with marks and dates of

taking these courses. (I wanted age but was not able to get it). At this

point I made the declaim es to which statistic was to be used and I

c h o s e t h e s i g n i f i c a n o e of 41150ZWEICS between percentages as interpreted by

the normal curve becaues data is translated into scale date mew than

category.and it is a excel Nunlike. statiatIc that theme dealing with nominal

data. itiffENeis I mow people have asked about x2 Which Dews to be 213210
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easily undatutood so to deal with nly first set of =swig= I will use bath.

lio

Ha

) izber of =mistime sane far both groups.

Nimbler of convictions greater for GZ1313p with Anxiety reductice..

First using
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The Fall picture of descrepancies shows that more =plated. with anxiety

reduction toad More failed to =pieta without.

Checking of the significance of defferences hetwen particular peroantages

mare exact. Using the s data I et up the nohypothesis that t washere

significant defference het1;men the peroentaws of those in classes who completed

course with anxiety reduction and those without.

Ho: % coopletio4s utith anxiety reduction % completion without

Ha: % with % without. ( at .01 Jewel becatr I expected a large difference)
2.01 = 2.58

p a 734 (.642) + 340 (.75) I= .676

734 + 340

q an 1 - .676 gar .324

tit (.676) (.324) 1
734 340

+ 1 at .031

Z. 75 -- .632 sj5 ni
it 04.

.03

11

rem' (robability 11 . 999 or 99,9 % . It is very unlikely that

this could haPPen hY sheer chance 40 Ho is rejected and the differenoe signifiosnt

at the .001 level or .1 % )
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Seomd: Using z scores

Ho: % taking another math course after anxiety reductice Math 99 cm % taking

regular Math 99.

% taking another math oaurse after anxiety reduction Math 99 % taking

regular Math 99. (because of reduction or filtering out of students in regular

Math 99's I did not expect much difference). e( z. .05; z
05

1.96

Ibtal finishing 99 %look another adores %

Without M.A. 354 166 46.89

With M. A. 164 93 56.7

p (.567) (164) + (.469) (360) = .496

360 + 164

q c= .504

= .24998) (.00278 + .00610) St 0022198 = .047

z se .567 - .469
ce 2.085

.047

1.414 Z.0%5

°, 110 Fajected. Again, not likely that this timid happen by sheer chance

14



3. Omparisan of marks in follow-Lp math 0=ms: I recorded the marks

A 4 ; B zis 3; C gt 2; D go 1; F itlf I NB 0 =I chedced first the F ratio for

hcmogeniety of variances to slow that they Here simples frau the same

pcpulation and then proceeded to test the significance of the difference between

two news.

lient mum smucsarNs
mut= JRCKIMMt 103304107

X f

A 4 13

B 3 18

C 2 19

3. 10

Fi LW,

N

0 25

85

rc 2 16
la 1.83.

85

180 - 4-22.0f---71-22

85. 85 1.4430

.21374 or
F,- Mast ( F 2 1.06

Ratio)
2.0822

(173 + 85) (2.21374 + 2.0622)

(173)
(173 + tit 2)

.1959

z us 2 . 01 1* 81 us 1. 02

.96

15

X f
4 34

3 39

2 37

1 11

0 52

N se 173

2 mil eg
173

2.01

13

S 33 -( 2 I.= 1.4879 "II
III 17r

*at Significant
F .05 sit 1.58

a HCOMeneOUS

Means not significantly differ=
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In =elusion than in n study of those students who have been helped to

use anxiety reduction tedmiques in their developmental classes as oazpared

to those who have not, a significantly larger percent finished the class and

of those who finish significantly =re took another math course and show no

significant dine rence in ability to owe with traditionally taught higher

level mathematics oaurses as indicated by their =do.

That is they did as well as the such smaller and more select group who had

been taught in the traditional fashion.
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